Freedom in the Energy of Love
Phases IX–XII of the EMF Balancing Technique®

Evolutionary Foundations
In Phases I-IV, you learned about the Universal Calibration Lattice. In Phase I, your energy calibrated
to balance your wisdom and your emotions. In Phase II, your energy calibrated to integrate the
wisdom of your history. In Phase III you focused upon your Core Energy and being present in now
time. In Phase IV, you gave conscious intent as you calibrated your potential.
Master in Practice
In Phases V-VIII, you made conscious choices to practice the noble attributes of mastery in your daily
life. Those choices created new energy patterns that continue to support you in your evolution

Freedom! In The Energy of Love
In Phases IX-XII, you will further develop your ability to use the Third Lattice to manifest the energy of
freedom within your being and your life. The dynamics of fission and fusion are used repeatedly to
create a unique and powerful energy of evolution.

Phase IX
The Universal Human
You will focus on manifesting and managing your energy through the Third Lattice. What are you
ready to achieve now?
Phase X
The Universal Parent
Fuse the energies of your Infinite I and become your own universal parent. This is a profound gift of
wholeness/holiness for all generations.
Phase XI
The Universal Partner
Remember the guidance to “Love one another as you love yourselves.” The energy of pure union
generated within your Core (Infinite I) and calibrated through your Lattice (Individual I) produces the
consciousness of newly found self love.
Phase XII
The Emerging Evolutionary
The New Human living within the energetic transformation of the New Earth! With this profound new
expression of self, you will know you have transformed, and you will be equipped with new tools to
manage your evolution.

